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Introduction.· 
In his atudy of the projective differential 
-F properties of space curv~s. Wilczynski obtains certain 
invariants and then finds a geometrical. interpretation 
,for the invariants. In this paper we eh2ll use the 
method, which is essentially that given by E.B. Stouffert 
of obtaining a unique, or canonical expansion for the 
curve crnd then finding the invariants as tpey arise 
naturally in the study of the geometrical properties 
of the curve. 
!fost of the propert iea of apace curve a given 
~ in this paper nre given by Wilozynaki. but the methods 
of study used in thia paper are in mnny ways simpler 
than those uaed by him,., Sa.nnia*'" also has treated. 
apaoe aurves by methods somev1hat a imilar to those in 
,this paper. using the ;Fubini method of approach. 
-----·----· . ~Wilczynski, 11Projeot ive Differential Geometry of Curves 
and nu.led Surfaces". 
>fstouffer, "Some Canonical Forms nnd Associated Canonical 
Expansions"• in Bullet in of the Amar ican 
Mathematical Society for May.June,1928,pages 299.30~. 
t"Sannia, .Annali di :Matematica Pura ed Applica.tn: 
(4), vol.l,pp.l-18; (4),. vol.S,pp. 1-25. 
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A Canonical :Expansion for the Space Curve. 
Given a parametric representation for a space 
ourve 
there is a unique fourth order differential equation 
defining a olaas of projectively equivalent curves 
provided that 
Y, y' I yn I Y,"' 
y~ Y. t y" y;·· 
-f 
,_ j_ o. , .. 
YJ y• y" Y, .1 ;i 
y• y" , .. y y't r 'I 't 
If this determinant equals zero, the curve is a plane ourve. 
The differe~tial equation mny be written. in the form 
{l) jii ,,, y -r 4p, y + 6paty" -f- 4p~ y '+ p'f y ===- 0' 
where PL are functions of x. 
To this equation we may apply two general trans. 
formations y = 1'M y, and l :::. l C-,:), which will not oho.nge the 
curve or the form of the equation. The transformations 
will, however. change the coefficients in (1) into some 
other funotiona of x. The functions of the coefficients 
unchanged by these transformations must then give pro-
j ective differential· properties of the curve. 
functions are called invariants. 
Such· 
If' to { l) we apply the transformation l = [ex), we 
obtain the equation 
(2) 
where P- - L( p -t .1 j ) , , , I - £' I ~ t 
(2') 
l' ,, 
- I , L; 
~ · p't== (£11 p't 1 where 1:::. ? 
If, in turn, to ( 2) we apply the ti'ansformat ion y =A y, we 
obtain the equa..tion 
( 3) 
where - _L( I - ) P, ::: /) J\ -J- '/\ P, • , 
P- j_ ( II 2- ~I - ~ ) ;l. : J\ ]\ T p 11\ t p ,_ /I f 
'I\' -If in equation (3), we let A ::. - P, • so that F 1 -::: o, we 




p - - . -?... ., ~, 
~ - pi). - Pi - P, I 
p = p- . 3.n -p - -Pu t 2p-3 
.3 :!. - J:"1 ~ I I J 
·These ·expressions for P.i• P3 • PY are unchanged by the 
y-==- AY tranaforma.tion and a.re called eeminvariants. By 
a f?Ubstitution of (;2 •) in (4') ,' .we obtain -the effect or 
the tranaformat ion· of the. independent. variable upon .the 
) 
aeminvariants. This effect is given by 
l . -
~J. :: (tj L ( p ~ -;- 1 }A )j 
(4 ft) 
P- 1- (n "%."' n _ 5:. p.' -t £ '1l AA. ) . .3 = (ql ' .i:3- "" 1,1;'- 'f ~ ,,~- t 
- P.( lt)1 (P't -. ~I ~ - 91' }I,. +¥{P~_+ f1~·- 'J. 1'f4- -~P:'+ ~; µ.~, 
'' I •'' i:- ,,, ts;= '(f{ (P~ - 9;, P:- 5"1'P:;.., 2rP,.'- 2r'P,_i" 25.~tPi-tlD,.17'P,_-1)4 
t !f P.P-, -'~~ .u.'1,_- ~~ ,,Ujj't .J{u''?'+ !f P-"1+ 'lnr{ P,_-J.D'f P,_ -~1~ + ~ "}}.)' 
P/= tn¥ (P3' - 3 "l P,_1 - z,"J ~ - 3)' P,_-t !£ 4'- P,_-f ... 't f1,.·-~ ... 1+.f ,.....L), 
- ~ ~ P~'= (tf (P.,'-61~- 6"] ~'- 911(P,.- 91' P,_1-+ ¥1 Pi+"3;i'PJ..t~1,14'1fi'.u' 
. I _L 1- , . 
where fa.~ - '-111 •. and P;.·;?~ ,P'f are the arune functions of 
p { as are Pl. ,i\ .:P¥ of pi.. 
']\' -When we chose ~ :;_ p 1 , we made P1 == o. An 
examination ~f {2') eh.owe that we muat make the [ =-16<) 
transformation first if P1 = 0 is t.o be maintained. We 
can maintain. P1 ~ 0 under a further y::::J\ y transformation 
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I only if ~ = 0, that is, if·~ equals a constant. The 
choice for the [ for the independent variable transformation 
is not apparent, but we will assume that it has been 
determined so that we now have equation (4) with coefficientbs 
fixed except for a factor, which coefficients are unchanged 
··by any transformation w~ere II equals a constant and "/.::: o. 
We will proceed, then, to :find a canonical expansion for 
the given space curve.· The expansion will be called 
canonical bees.use it is unique, that is, it is unohnnged 
by the permis;Ja ible tra.nsforma t ions. 
By the fundamental theorem of differential 
equations,. a solution of (4) • at a point given by x::: 0 
where the coeffioienta are regular, will be of the form 
{5) 
From an examination· of (4), we see th~ .. t yJC. a..nd all higher 
derivatives of y may be expressed in terms of y, y', y" and 




-t. P") f 
-+~at - Lf L + - - -
JJ. J 
6-
:x = x~ -6P" xlf -( 6P,.' -t 4P., b.(-r( 36(- 6P,!'-8P
3'-P u.) x' . ~ ~ ""l.li A .:;, J.fi"" .... I Ji> 
- - _fl. _J. - .,, - ,, ) f + l2P P - 6P + 16P -J 6P - 'P.. X. + . · · · - · ., :l'f .2. :.3 3' ~l.1 ,,,, 
( - - ' - - - fl - ,,, - ' ) f . t 216P.,_ P). -t 48P~ P3 - 24~ - 24P~ -4P'f ~ + ___ - •.• 
t! 
.,2... S' )'3 ~'f f . If we let }: :,. l , ~ = 1 , ~ :; , we obtain 
3 - ~ ( -, - ) L f.:: Z. - 6P .ix - l2P + 4P z .,. _ . 
b J.ff J. .3 JJ. 
·By the elimination of x, we obta.in 
(7) 
2. .£: s- :t. ' 
1J ;'. ~ - 6P~ IL'f + ( 16PJ - 6P,_' )1- + ( 36P - 6P" +16P' -lOP't )L-1 - . -) I ~ ]..; J..F ;t :i. .3 ~ 
3 , (. 
f :. J_ - 6P f + 4 ( 14P - ;;P ' ) .L + - - • • ~ 1--Ji .3 .t Lf . 
The two equations~ ( 7) will be the canonical expansion 
for the given'apace curve, when the independent variable 
transformation is determined so that the P'.s ·are fixed. 
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A Tetrahedron of Reference. 
Connected with each ~oint y of the curve will be 
three other points. y'. y" • f". . The po int y' lies ·on the 
tangent to the given curve at the point Y. We shnll 
designate the given c::urve by c~. =' As y moves, y generates 
a curve· c5,. 
curve at y'. 
The point)" lies on the_tangent to this 
-'" Similarly the point y lies on the tangent 
,, , 
a.t y". We shall speak of~·. ~", f as derivative 




y r xiy' -t x, y"-+ x'fy···. 
Therefore we may use x,, x,_, x;, x't as the coordinates of 
a point. The coordinates· of y, y', y .. , y''' will be ( 1,0,0,0), 
( q lP,O) , ( 0,0,lp) , ( 0,0,0,l) re ape ct i ve ly. 
The osculating plane of a curve at a point must 
contain the point and the first and ~econd derivativ~ 
points. The osculating plane of C~ at y is evidently x¢0. 
Thus one :face of the tetrahedron of reference is geometric-
ally located. 
Any cubic may be represented parametrically in 
the form J... l 
x,= a,+ b 1 t-t c,t rd, tJ 
(8) 
. ~ 3 
x; = a .3 + b! t -r c.J t -r d .3 t ) 
b t t i . 3 x't =- a'\-+ 't i c"' -r d.lf" t. 
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The parameter tis independent of 1,and three different 
values of t may be assigned to three different points 
a.rbitrai:Jly. We shall choose t so the.t t =- 0 at y. If 
we wish to make the cubic be the osculating cubic at y, 
the cubic must have three point contact at y with the 
osculating plane of the space curve. · If t is to equal 
zero at i=·(i,o,o,o), we must ha.ve a,_.::a~=ait=-0. If we solve 
{8) with x'+=·o, we a~e that we must have btf=o 11 ==-0 for three 
point contact at y. Since we are dealing with homogeneous 
coordinates. we may divide thru by a, and may now write 
the cubic in the form 
x::. 
I 
l t b ~ t 1- C ~ t,_ -t- d t t3 .1 •. 
b 1tro't 
1.-
d 't3 x .:::- t ,. ,_ ,_ ,_ . 
(9) ,_ 
'd f t3 x ~ b'tto't -t 3 3 3 ~ , 
x:: ' 3 
'f d1f t • 
Since the plane x~:O passes thru the line on y 
and y', it is tangent· to the space curve and therefore 
tangent to the oaoulating ouqic at y. . If we solve x3~ O 
with (9). we must have b}=O for two point contact at Y. 
The osoule. ting cubic has another intersect ion w 1th x = O J • 
When we solve x J= O with ( 9), we obtain t.i-( o3' f d: t )==o. 
If we choose this second intersection to be the point for 
which t is infinite, we must have d '=-O .3 • 
10-
We may now replace t by J, and write the cubio as 
~ 
( 10) 
From (10) we· obtain 
x ;).. :t 3 
<: ~ -2- =- T-t{ C - B) T t- (D - C - C l3 + .B ) T l. f.
1 ,_ I :l I ~ I I 
( ll) 
-t(B..1.C -B3 -t2C B -B D ~CC -D-)1'~ - - - ·J \ ~ I I, J I ::l I ;t I 
/YI-=~ :: C 'l'~ - B C '113 -t ( B .;i. C - C C ) 1' 'i-r ( 2B C C - B ~ C - D
1 
C ) T~; - · · , I .. x, J 1 .3 ; I 3 I 3 I I .3 I ~ 3 
"' .J ~ ;!. s-f = '::!.. = D T - B D T + ( B D -C D) T + - - - - • 
) 1 Lf" I 'f : I If I If 
From these three expressions we may eliminate T obtaining 
expressions for~ and f in terms off • Since this cubic 
is to be the osculating cubic of the apace curve it must 
have six point contact with the apace curve. This is 
possible only if the expansions for the cubic and the apace 
curve are identical thru the first five powers of l. • By 
the elimination of T from (11) we obtain 
3 .,. 
D f -t ( 2B D - 3C D . ) f. + - - - · - • 1t 1'+ "-'t 
If we equate these coefficients to the corresponding 
coefficients in the expansion ( 7), we find that 
11-
C.3=f, J.. D., = t, ' c).. = o. 
By a substitution of these va.luea in { 10), we obtain the 
a imp ler :form 
3 'f :i. S'" f ;:!i. ~ T+(D,._-C, )T-D, T -t (C,-C, D~)T-r - -
}1 
- . ) 
If we continue with the elimination·of T, we find that 
( 12) . 
2 
[ I 'f S" ;I... 7 l.. ' "1 ~ ;2. -t ( :i c I - D ;l.. H -t D, L t ( c I -t i" D .,1. - 4 c I D ,_ ) l "f - • - - J 
. • I ,_ 
I 
If we eque.te the ooe'ffio ienta of ( 12) to the corresponding 
ones in the expansion (7)~ we find that 
, 
c ;.!P D -1.:p I JD :L • . '). JO ,_ • D : ( aP, - 3P 1 ) • 
I ..3 0 
We may now substitute back in- (10). If, after the 
substitution, Vie multi·ply by ,6, the equation for the 
osculating cubic becomes 
7 - 1- • - -- J 
X :::. 6 -t J.5 P .1- T· -t ( 8P5 - '/JP~' )~ , ' . ' ~ 
\ ,.. - .3 
( 13) 
x,. = 6'I -t- -sP,_T, .. 
~ x ;: 
0 
3T 
·X 't = T.3 • 
If we substitute in equations ·( 12), vie obtain the 
expansion for the ~.cubic aa. follows ' 
11,. 
f lJ - 5' ( - - ) ' ~ - - P:i.f _ 3P,.'- 8P?> L r - - - - • 
~ ~o 7o 
Halphen's theorem states that if two space curves 
have contact of. order n, there exists a unique plane from 
any point of which the projections of the two curves have 
contact of order (n+l). This unique plane we shall 
speak of aa the :principal plP.ne. 
Will it be possible to ha.ve x.?1-= O, (non-homogeneously 
1#0) as the principal plane for the given space curve and 
the osculating cubic? 
The canonical expansion for the given curve may 
be thought of as the equations of two cylinders, the first 
with its elements parallel to the I axis, and the second 
with its elements pa. ralle l to the 1 a.xis. The curve 
itself is the intersection of the two cylinders. The 
first equation then may be considered ao the projection of 
the curve from the infinite point on the f axis onto the 
(= 0 , plane. In a similar way, the first equation for the 
osculating cubic may be thought of as the proj eot ion of 
the cubio from the infinite point of the f axis onto the 
f ==- 0 plane. If the f axis is to be in the principal 
plane, we muat have sixth order contact between the 
projections of the space curve and the cubic, that ia, 
we must have 
-~ - - - -~ 18P,_ - 3P~1. + BP.} - 51\ _ P:. • 
3{:,0 l,t>O 
13-
This reduces to the expression 
l. - - -Bl.P -15P" -t 40P' - 25P = O, : ~ 3 ~ 
-·which we shall designate as M. 
Is it possible to choose the 2 and ~ transformations 
so as tC> make M = O? Since Pe>. 1 P,, P't a.re seminvarinnts, 
any transformation of the form y= "/l y will not d iaturb :M. 
Under the l tranaforma.tion, [substituting (4"'l in M], 
however, we find that 
( 14) ' 
The expression {2P - 3P') is a relative invariant as may 3 ,. 
be verified by substitution from (4"). In obt~ining the 
canonical expansion for the space curve, we assumed tha.t 
.. }_ .. had been ohoaen so that the coeffic iente would be 
uniquely determined except for a factor and maintained 
by further l transforma.t ions for which 1 ~ o. From ( 14), 
we see that we need to choose 1::. ~3 , where G3 .:f: 0 • in 
order to have i=-o. For this ohoioe of l, the f axis 
is in the principal plane. The prinoipa~ plane always 
contains the tangent line yy'. Therefore, if we choose 
1.::. ,:'eJ 1 \"-there 93 =\: 0, the· pr inc ipa l plane is 1 .:::- O ( x 3 = O). 
The case Q3 : O will be discussed later. The only per-
missible i transformations after .this nre those for which 
/-== o. for a second trnnsforniation gives 
14-
from which we see that ll _is zero only if 1-=-0. A second 
faoe of the tetrahedron of reference is now geometrically 
located as the principal plane. 
If we consider. the proj eot ions of the curve and 
the osculating cubic from the infinite point of the '1 
axis onto ~he1; 0 pla.ne,, the two curves wil 1 have sixth 
order contact if 
BP -3P. • 3 . ;. 
= 'J 0 
·Thia reduces to 
since e~ is El. :relative invariant. it is not affected by 
the l and ?l tranaforma.t ions exoept for some multiplier. 
lf ~.:: O, the principal plane contains the 7 axis and the 
yyt line, that. is, it is the plane x tt=O. Then for e3 "" O, 
the principal plane and the osculating plane of the space 
curve co inc ide. , 
If we solve eqµations (13) with x3 -=-0, we obtain 
ll=O, giving a double root (1ppp). thus showing that the 
osculating cubic is-tangent to the plane x 3~o et~. 
To find the third intersection we must examine the case 
when T is infinite. For t~ia case, replace T in (13) 
j_, by t , o'bta in ing the equation 
3 1i- . { -, - ) 
X :: 6t +-Pl. t - aP;a. -BP; .rit 
I S S , 7 
15-
( 15) 
for the osculating cubic. If we solve (15) with x 3: O, 
we obtain the point of intersection of the cubic and th~ 
prinoipe..l plane. This point has the ooordine.tes 
L(8Pa- SP/);~~ ; O; i] . 
.s 
The osculating·oubic has an osculating pl~ne 
given by 
x, x ,_ x~ x'f 
st~+¥ P~ t-( 3P:-aP, ) 6t!Lt~~ 3t l 
~- -- 0. 
(16) l8t\~:P,_ 12t 3 0 
S6t 12 0 0 
The determinant (16) may be solved with x~~o giving the 
intersection of the osculating plane of the cubic and the 
osculating plane of the space curve, which intersection is 
Equation (17) together with xlf~o is the equPtion of a. 
variable line in· the plane x't:: o. 
~n~elope which we find to be 
'fhis line he.a an 
Equation {18) is the equation of a conic which we shall 
designate as the osculating conic for this discussion. 
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By a substitution of the coordinates of the pointy, we 
find that the osculating conic goes thru Y. 
a. conic with respect to a point is given by 
The polar of 
where :xz ( i-=1F,3:'c) are the running coordinates. The pola.r 
. I 
of the osculating conic with respect to y'=- (o,1pp) then 
becomes 6X,_=- O, x,/ 0, which is the line on y and -yn. 
When t~o in (16), the osculating plane to the 
osculating cubic ia a fixed plane and the vnrieble line(l?) 
becomes a fixed line 
( 19} x - j._p x =- 0 x = 0 
/.!)l- ~ • 'f. 
This line obv ivusly goes thru y '... ( 0,1,0P ).. Since y' ia 
on the tangent to C~ at y, the pointy'· is determined 
as the intersection of this tangent and the line given 
by equation (19). The yytt line is determined ae the 
polar of the osculating conic with respe~t to ''· The 
intersect ion of the tangent to the C j' curve at y' and 
- - ,,, 
the t~n line locates the j" point. The j point ie 
iocated as the intersection of the· ta.ngent to C ..... at y" ) 
with the principal plane. Thus the local tetrahedron 
is completely determined geometrically. 

18-
By a substitution of ,.'f. f;e,, in (4"), we obtain 
expressions for the coefficients of (4) entirely in terms 
, of the coefficients of (1). That these expressions for 
the coefficients of (4) are relative invariants may be 
shown by considering two equivalent equations 
(A) 
(13) 
By two equivalent equations we mean two eque.tions ouch 
that we may obtain one from the other by means of the 
transformations y=- 7' y and~= foJ. If (A) and {B) are 
equivalent we must be able to express the q's of (B) 
in terms of the p' a of (.A) e,nd function a of the trans-
formations. Let us· apply the particular tra.nsforrna tiona 
y:::/'Y and i = le~) to {A) and (B) which give the oanonicnl forms 
As seen a.bove we shall have expressions for the P's 
entirely in terms of the p's and for the ~'a entirP.ly 
in terms of q's, the expreasiona in the p's being the 
same as the expressions in tho q's. 
Ia it possible to transform equntion (A) into 
P.quation (B)? It is easily Aeen that by means of our 
two transformations we may go from equation (A) to 
equation (A), from {A) to (B), and from (B) to (B). 
19-
Therefore it must be possible to transform equation (A) 
into .equation (B)~ We have seen however, that the 
, only transformt\tions which will ma into in the form (A) 
are those for which 1' equals n constant and 1-= o. 
These transformations will change the coefficients of (A) 
. by a multiplier only. Therefore the ooefficiento of 
{A) can differ from those of (B) by some multiplier only. 
and the transformations can change the expressions for 
the P's and 'i's in terms of p's a.nd q's by a multiplier 
only. Therefore the coefficients of (l) and all their 
derivatives are relative invariants. Precisely the 
same argument shows that y and its derivatives o.re 
relative oova.riants which may-be expressed in terms of 
t~e y'a and coefficients of (A). 
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A Second Tetrahedron of Reference. 
In the previous work; the tetrahedron of refer-
ence has the points y • y t, y" ~ =r·· as the vertices, which 
points-were located geometrically. Another point, 
geometrically located aa the intersection of tee 
osculating cubic.with the plane x~~o, was found to have 
the coord~~ates [{aP1 -JP;i.'); ~~;O;l]. In the plane xy=O, 
we found an osculating oonio with the equation (18). 
The polar of this conic with respect to y' woe found to 
Thia linP intersects the conic in the 
Thus mesides the 
four vertices of the tetrahedron of reference, we have 
two other points geometrically located. Let us ma.ke a 
transformation which shall make [ ( aP.; - '?!P~•); ~ P~ ; O: i1 
~ 
be the vertex { 0,0,0,l) and (}P~ ; 6 • l; O) be the vertex ( op,ip). 
We shall keep the other two vertices the aAme. 
A general tra.nafonna tion in space ia of the form 
x, ~ a.11 x, 4- a x., -+ a x 1 a x"' • I (J. ,._ 17 3 11 1 
x.. =- a x ;- a x · -t- a x -r a xc,I , 
..,.. ?-I I .U. ~ ). l } )..'f I 
xj ::: ~, x, + !\.1-x:...+ a?> 3xl +- ~.,x1 , 
X't ::::. a X 1 + a X -t Q'f.}X3 + au. Xu. , 't' 'f~ ~ ,y-. 
where x . a.re the original coordinate a rmd x. are the 
l L 
transformed coordinates. 
If we substitute the coordinates of the vertices 
in the general transformation above, we find.that 
a,, ::::;l, a,.,= O, a ::. O, 
31 n'I,= _o, 
a. 1,..=- 0, a~).= 1, B3i° 0, ~,.=-·O, 
q -
a.,3-=- -s-P~' a~3-=- O, an"" l t a~{ o, 
a· : ( 31>,.1- BP~ 
l'f .s ) t a --~ P. ,..,- s :L t a = O, ay a'i.,.= 1. 
By a. atibst itut ion o:f these values in the general trans-
:rormat·ion, we find.. that the necessary transformation is 
(20) 
Under this _tranaformat.ion, we have a new 'tetrahedron of 
reference v1ith vertices Y, , y,._, ~ • y't where f, is the y 
of the old tetrahedron, y,_ ia the y' of the old. tetrn• 
hedron, j 3 is the second intersection of the line x: O 
with the oecula.ting cubic, and y 81 is the intersection of 
the osculating cubic with the. plane x.l= o. 
If we substitute equations (6') in equations 
(20)• we obtain 
x
1
=- l-to P,._ x.,_t- ( 3f;. '-Bi\ bl .t( 54.P:- 5Pit )~ 
· · S~ Sd 
t l08P P"-54P •f>•'-36P •:P '-+ 144P"P +96P p• \_ 7 - • ,_ 3 ;.. ~ 3- j ,. .3 3 3£lS-.r-- J 
sl.1 
( 21) 
t ( 204P;-~ - 2o~n-1o:Pt'-t252P;l Pl l;c~ 
-?5slf_ + 3'18P,_ Pi' )x \- - - - - · ) 
SLl 
22-
l let Xi. = 1- ~:J :: ,- it - t- b t 1 f we - , - • _ - , we o a n 
,., /, ~I 
(22) 
f-= ·xtff~,( + (i\- P,.' )x" -t (20~ - 20P}-36P;z.:i. )xr 
s n s~ 
t(4440P,._~'-5760P.,.'~ -t 3'720P,._ i\.-t-2640~ -1ooi( 
' J., 
+ lOOP./'- l0584P: r- 2520P} )x 7 + • _ - - - / 
:A5'l1' 
X-t P,_x'f -r(P3 - P,_' )x;-f .(l8Pi.t.-30P,_"-40~'-r'10P'f )~ 
;;z_ 5 ' J() ' sl.!!!. 
-t (- 2aoai> ~ P~' t 2oaai>,., ~ - 3o:P;,, - soi>.3" _,..9 of:/·~+ _ - --1 . . ~v 
:By eliminating X from the· r I -j, f expressions, we find 
that 
;;, - l'" + ( 162P: + eo~ '- so:P'f - 30P") i'. I - ;i. '- s~ 
(;·3) 
. . . 7 _¥ 
t (216P" P1-t72P,_ P:- 30i(t BOP"- 50P') t + CL ,. - - - - , "" -" ,.. ' 3 'f 5i1 ,.,..;t.J 
-3 • 1 I . -{: i -t 4 ( sP,,.1- 2~ >t -t ( is2(; ?2P31- 50P.,-1aP.._" )l r Fl .; ____ , u ~ ~ . 
· The Osou lat ing Qµ.adr ic. 
In the previous discussion, we found that the 
We shall now show 
that when ~,,, ·o, the plane 'Xj=· O may be defined as the tangent 
plane to the osculating quadric surface at y. 
The general quadric surface equation will be of 
the form 
By a consideration of expressions (2l·l, we see that the 
a~~ term is the only term having xn power. 'l1herefore we 
must have a= o. The a 'x1 x,. term is the only one 
containing x, ao we must have a'= o. The general equation 
of the quadric then reduces to 
which expressed non-homogeneously is 
The osculating quadric surface will be determined by nine 
points. If we substitute the equations (22) in the 
equation (25) and set each of the coefficients of the 
fi~at eight powers of xequal to zero, the ooeffioienta of 
·equation {25) may be determined. This is not an easy 
process and, since we are interested primarily in the 
condition that xf O be the tangent plane to the 
/osculating quadric, we shall omit this calculation. 
The tangent ~lane to a surface is given by 
where x~ are the running.coordinates and f(x)=O is the 
equation of the surface. From this we find that the 
equation of the tangent plane to the quadric at y is 
a)...x1t a1 x .>:; o. 
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If Xf 0 is to be the tangent plane, we must have a~O,a,'f O. 
To simplify the work we will write (23) in the 
form -1- -" -7 _, 
1~ ~tAftBI.TOl-+ - - - I. 
( 26) f- "fl -l -7 _f : -:--rD~t Elt Ff -t- - - - J 
where A.B,C,D 1 E,:&\ represent the corresponding coefficients 
in (23). From the equations (26), we see that 
- ' -1- c 
1 _J._ -r- --- 1 - - 36 -
- - -' -7 '.... f ' 
3 f -ti = 3D ~ -t ( 3E-A) i -t { 3F-B) i + - - - , 
1- -- _7 ' - 'i 41- 6 !f = -:6Dl r (4A-6E)i -t 
We may then writ,e the determinant conditfon for the 




- J. f. A B c... 1-~ 
3f-!~ 30 3E"-A 
")f-f> 
=- 0. ¥,f·-'if 0 -bD lf-F\-'E 
- i. _!... f 3l. 0 0 
The expansion of this determinant will be a quadratic 
expression and therefore represents a quadric surface. If 
we solve this with the e qua.t i·ons of the curve by a sub-
stitution for [,4, f we obtain an expression starting 
with the ninth powers of x. Thia quad.ric·zmuat have 
;, .,_ 
nine point contact with the apace curve atJj and is 
-therefore the osoulat ing quadric of the curve at the point 
y~ lf we expand the determinant, we find that aA, the 
f coefficient is-~(4A-6E)t 6DC}·A, and a 1 , thei coef-
ficient is - [(3E-.A)(4.A-6E) + 6D{3F-D).] ~i-1. • From 
. equations ( 23) and (26) we find that D is ~i10 • lf WO let 
e!>: o. a.1 becomes - B(4A-S:IS}"h. a~d a I becomes t,t\-3V~)(4A-61TI)-t,· 
The coeff io ient a,_ will be zero ift B = O, or if 
Since we do not.want a, to be zero. we will 
be interested only in B; o. 
we find that 
--··-----
From equations {23) and (26) 
#Wilczynski, "Project.ive Di:fferential Geometry bf 
Curves and Ruled Surfaces 11 • . page 278. 
Since we have 83 = 3P,_' - 2~ == 0 • we find that 
l3 = ( 21s:P~ ~ t 90P,_··:... 50i1; )~.s~, 
and ·that if B is to equal zero. we must have 
' 
* Wilczynski has determined th~ relative invariant 
If we substitute the value for E.~ in~ and make use of 
e~::: o. we find that 
and that 
- - - .i - fl - ,_ elf- - Pt - s P~"- ;s P,_, 
Can the 'l and " transformations be chosen so as to ma.ke 
26-
B== O? Since P,., P3 ; P'f a.re seminvarianta, the~ tra:na-
formation has no ef:feot on B. From a. subs ti tut ion of (4") 
in B, we find that 
I 
where B'f- and {)Lf are in terma of the P's without: tne dashes, 
G~ Therefore we can make B = 0, by choosing 11;::. 'fe
1 
, where 4,-t o. 
We must now examine the coeffici.ent a 
1 
and see if 
this transformation leaves a,* o. Under the assumption ------ .. 
1f Wilczynski, "Projective Differential Geometry of Curves 
and Ruled Surfaces", page 240. 
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that e~ ~ O, a 1 becomes (A-3E)(4A-6E),.fi, • 
(23 and (26) we find that 
From the equations 
400 -. A-aE= s1.1 e,,., 
10-0 § 
4A- 6E = 7ii 'f • 
_;i.. 
'fOO e 
Therefore a 1 is .,fL1-li 'f • 
- , '" r 
That the expressiori.~., is a. relative invariant may be 
verified by a substitution of {4tt) in e'f , which gives 
?\ ' J_ /"l 
0 'f = (i'ff t:Jy. 
Therefore a 1 will not be zero if 6\:\ o. Thus we see that e l 'f I"\ f ' by ohoos ing /= lf-e,,. , where olf1 0, we may mDke a,_=- O, a ff O, 
and the tangent plane to the osoula. ting quadric is the 
plane x 3 =- O. 
Geometrical Interpretation of the Vanishing of 
Some of the Relative Invariants •. 
J. Interpretation of G3 ~0. 
· A linear complex is in general determined by 
five lines. Xhe osculating linear complex of the apace 
curve will be determined by five consecutive tangents. 
We may represent the point Y given by x-::. O, by 
. 'the expanaion 
Y =- y + y 'x t y"it~·ft-{-6P.,_ y" - 4P3 ~ '- Pt y )~ 
~ Q~ ~ 
Any point Y' on the tangent to CS at Y is given by 
y•; y • -t y"x -4- =y'"__x -r (-6P y" _ 4P y. '- P. y )l_ 
" }... .) ' If" 2 
We may then write Y and Y' in the form 
Y ~ : t =-rt I ;:;; 
111 
. =- X, Y + Xt.Y -t- X3 Y · t X't-Y , 
Y'-=- z / y,.. z,_y '.., z3 Y"+ zt y''~ 
·where 
x, = x-4:P, z.'f -t (- 4P}- P"'f >X-~ · ___ . ) 
,,.. i:t if 
28-
-3-:- L/ z:::.-Px-P'x__,.. 
I 't L?t 't L!t 
z = ;-.. ' 
- 3 ( -, - ) 'I x - 6P x \- 6E -4P z_ ..,. - - - -; J-- i °;l. 3 If 
G L:. 
;L. - 4 { 2P- t 4·- ) s-- Zif = X - 6P X -t - l ~ - P3 X -t _ _ _ - • - ;i. 'J.L.!I ,._ LY 
We shall follow the usual notation for the homogeneous 
29-
line coordinates and let wL"'-" xc:z.-1t - x-tzi. (f-=- 1[3,3~: k-=- 1,Z3f!). 
lf' ·we carry these out to the first five powers· of x, we obtain 
-----' 
From these we may eliminate the first f'our powers. of x, 
obtaining 
- _,I - ""' ... - • 
Thus we see that 
w - w + 6P w = o, 
a..~ ''"f ,_ '3'f 
is the equation of the osculating linear complex of the 
curve. If we have G:i= 0, the equation of the osoula.ting 
linea.r complex conta~ins no powers. of x lower than the 
sixth and all the tangents to C~ belong to the osculating 
linea.r complex. This result shows that, if. fQr e 
given curve eJ; 0. all the tang~mts to the curve belong to_ 
:the osculating linear oomnle~ Qf the curve. 
II. Int~rpretation of~; o,e~= o. 
Wilczynaki#has shown that equation ( l) may be 
'reduced to the form 
_;!"" - - - -
( 28 ) y f" 4 ~ y t f p't y ::; 0 •. 
. ' T.-.· by ohooeing)A ="I P,... This form is called the ..uctguerre-
Forsyth-form and is characterized by P,:: o, P,_-=- o. Under 
these conditions, if a;= O, we see that P.3 must be zero. 
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lf e'f=O also. we must have i\.=O, and equa.tion (28) becomes 
( 29 ) y (§.:: 0. 
If we solve. (29). we obtain the solution 
::::.- J 1.. d y :: ax t bx + ox-t , 
, \vhere a, b, c, and d are arbj.tra.~y constants. The 
coordinates of any point y of the curve are of the form 
J L. 
y i.:: a ix -t b <. x -t o ix.,. di. ( 1.::: 1,2,~4) • 
which is the parametric equation or the curve c~. Any 
plane thru y will have the equation 
AY', + By~+ Cy3 t- Dyy .=- O, 
where A, B, C, and D are arbitrary constants. If we solve 
the equation of the pla.ne with the parametric· equation of 
the curve, we obtain a cubio expression in x 1 thus showing 
that the curve C~ has three intersections with the plane. 
We may now state that, if, for a. given §pace curve G2'::0, G./-D, 
the curve is a space cubic. Since all the coeff ioienta 
are zero, the space cubic hes no projective differential 
properties. 
----·-----~Wilczynski. "Projective Differential Geometry of Curves 
a.nd Ruled. Surfaces", page 241. 
III. Interpretation of the vanishing of the invariants 
. P1 , P,.._, ~ • 
A. Under conditions M= o,G~to. 
~e have equation (1) in the form {4), that is, 
_jjl _,. - - - - -- y -t- 6P,. y" t 4P3 y' -t Pir y .:: 0 • 
We have also that 
_l.. - - -
81P~ - l5P: + 40P3' - 25Plf == 0, 
3Pi - 2P3 4= o. 
l. If PJ..= o, P3t o. Ptt O, equation (4) .becomes 
tit - - -y -t 4PJ y' -t P'f y = 0 • 
31-
.. _ft 
and we hav~ y as a linear combination of y r.md y', which 
shows that y~ lies on the line yy'. · Therefore, P,_: 0 
characterizes a ~et of curves such that the tangents to 
the Cf' curve intersect the yy• line, that is. the 
tangents lie in the plane x/· o. 
2. If P3 =- o, P,_t const., PL.ff O, equation (4t becomes:: 
.=.~ ·_ -" - -y t 6P ..._ y -+ P'f y = 0, 
and we eee that P3 -= 0 ohara.cterizea a set of curves auoh 
that the tangents to C ~ 111 intersect the line ~n, that is, 
the tangents lie in the plane x~= o. 
13. If P¥= 0 1 P;.. t O, P3 f 0, equation (4) becomes 
y VJ-r- 6P,t. y" -t 4~ Y' '-=- o. 
If we let z ~ y' s.nd substitute in this equation, we 
obtain the new equation 
,,, - t z -t 6P;i- z f 4P 3 z =- 0. 
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Since this is a third order· linear d·ifferential equation, 
it is the equation of a plane curve. Therefore Plf =o 
characterizes a set of curves such that the C ~' curve is 
a plane curve. The tangents to the C ~,,, curve lie in 
the plane x 1 == o. 
4~ lf P~~o, P~~o. we must have P3 a constant different 
· from zero. The equation (4) becomes 
_f§ - -y -t 4P3 y' == o. 
Therefore P?-~ o. p'f:: O characterizes a set or curves such 
that C ~' is a p_lane curvo and tho tangents to Cf go thru y'. 
5• .·Ir P3 =-· O, P'f = O, P ;t const. , equation ( 4) become a 
_-;r:, ·-y -t- 6P y" -= 0 • ;.. . 
If we let z == y11 a.nd substitute in this equat·ion, we obtain 
the new equation 
z11 + 6P z = o ~ . 
Since this is a oecond order linear differential equation, 
it is the equation of a atrai~ht line. Therefore P~== O, P~.:O. 
characterizes a set of curves such that the Cf curve ia a 
straight line and the tangents to Cf go thru y". 
B. Under the conditions ~f· O, G.l::. o. 
We ha.ve 
7\ - :L - g_1 - .,._ 
. <74 ~ P't- s PJ!-;:~P~ .:f O, 
S-= 3P~-2P~ ·-= o •. 
By the same methods as used' in (A), we find the 
following fact a. 
l. If Pa--::: 0, we must have P3 = O, P'f-=t o. , Therefore 
P t1--::: 0 is sufficient to characterize a set of curvon ouch .. 
that the tangents _to c~·· go thru Y. 
2. If P1 .=. 0, we must have P~ . equal to zero or n 
constant different from zero. If P3 = O, P~~ const.t P~t ~ 
we have a set of ou.rves auch that the t;:~ngenta to the c~··' 
curve lie in tlie plar1e x ,.= o. 
3,, If P ~ =- 0 • we cannot have P ,_.: o. We find that 
Plf:::: o, P')..:::: const. characterizes a. set of curves such that 
,,1 cs' is a plane curve and the tangents to the c ~ curve lie 
We. find also that P 't == O, P ~ = oonat. 
characterizes a.· set of' ourvea ·such that the C ~··•curve is 
a straight line end the tarigent s to the C ~,,, curve go 
th:ru y". 
The Derivative Curves. 
As y move a a.long the curve• y' , =n y •••• generate 
curves which we shall call derivative ou·rves. The order 
of the derivative shall indicate the order of the deriva-
tive oui:ve. Under certain conditions on the ooeff ioients 
of equation {4) 
_\SI - - - - - - . '. y -t 6Ptf y" -t 4P3 y' -r P '1 y =- . 0, . 
some of the derivative curves may be plane curves or 
st ra ig."1 t lines. We shall now find some of these conditions. 
A. Under the oond it ions M :=. ~ 1 e3 f 0. 
l. In the previous section we found that C~', the 
first derivative curve would be a plane curve if ~~= o. 
Thie curve cannot be a straight line if the given curve 
C ~ ie a space curve. 
2. If P'f-:: o, P:) .::- o, equation (4) reduces to 
- (SI: -y -t 6P~ Y~ .:: 0 • 
From this we see that C ~,, is ·a straight line if P11= o, P3 ;. o •. 
If we differentiate {4) once. we obtain the equ~.tion 
)£. ,,, 
(30) yt- 6P y +(6P'+4:P )y''-r(4P'-ri5 )y' -r p•r,; =- o 
~ ~ .3 ..3 Lj- 't" • 
From this equation we see that the C~ curve will be a 
plane curve if 
~ ~ .:: o • 4P; t P'"' :: o. 
that if'.J~ . if 
P lf = c' on at. • P ~:: mx t n, where m :: - ~ 
3. Ii"rom e qtla t ion ( 30), we see that the c~·· curve will 
be a straight line if 
P + =- o, 4~' t Pl/ :: o , 3P l t 2~ ~ o , 
that is, if 
~p 'f-; oonst. ,P ~::::. mx -t n, P.;i..::. kX-i-t l:x 1 p, 
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where m:-;., k.;-Ji, l="'.'t"'l• If we differentiate equntion (30) 
we obtain the new equation 
From this equation {31), we see· that c~''will bee. pla.ne 
curve if 
~"; o, 4p;_,.2p~• .::- o, 6P;'-t8PjtP'f = o, 
that ~Si if 
B. Under the oond it ions g~:: 0 ,G'f r 0. 
l. The. curve .c ~·cannot be a straight line if C ~ is 
a space curve. 1'he curve C~' will be a pla.ne curve if P""=o. 
2. From equ8.t ion (4), we aee tha.t the. C ~·· curve will 
be a atra ight 1 ine i:f P 'f ~ 0, P 3 = . 0. 
implies tha.t Pd.:: O, that ie that P,,_: oonst., or P,_= o. 
-::>-\3!- • If P ~ .:=: .o .•.. \ve hnvo y == . 0 • v1h1oh case we have d iacu saed 
previously~ If Plf"' 0, l' 0 "' 0, P,_= canst. , the C ~" curve 
will be a atra ight line. 
We see from aqua tiori ( 30) • tha.t C 5 •·' will be a 
plane curve if 
P':::: 0 • 4P3' r- Pu. .:: o • it. . I 
that is. if 
,._ 
P'f -= c, • P ~ = - o, x ...,. ca.. • P ~ ~ - c, x -t 2c :a.. x .,. o .:.& • 
'f I~ 3 " 
The conditions on F_; and P¥ are the same as for the case 
. M: 0, °0?,"1 o. In that case. however, there was no 
~ imitation on ~.,. but :for the case 93 : O ,t31 ::f O, the co ef~ · 
fioient P;).. must be a quadra.tio expression in x. 
~. We see from the equation ( 30) , that tha curve Cf' 
· will be a straight. line ·if 
Pr~ o ,· 4P3' -t i, = o , 3P ;· t 2~ = o. - _, -
Since ~=-0, we have 3Fj.-t2P3 ::; O, and accordingly we must 
have P' : P · = O .. Therefore we mu at have ;). 3 • 
P'f ~ O, P3 ~ o. Pa-== oonst., 
in order to have the C ~,,.curve a straight line. 
From e<iuat ion ( 31), we see that the C 3"' curve 
will be a plane curve if 
ii;.::: o * 2PJ>" 1'2~ ::: o. u:.P: -t BP:l .,. P't = o. 
Under the condition that ~::. 0, we find. that this means. 
Pit= O, Pl canst., P,_=~x.rca.• 
c. If we have Pit= O, l) 3 = O under the conditions that 
63 = 0 /!Jlf- f 0, we will have Pi = O and equation {4) become a 
~ 
( 32) 'Y~-r 6P~y" = o. 
This equation ( 32) shows that the C {' curve is a etre.ight 
line under the above conditions. If we differentiate the 
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equation (32). we obtain the equation 
('33) . f-r sP~f=o, 
, 
which shows that these conditions will make the Cf'curve 
a straight line. lf we continue the differentiation of 
equation (32) under these conditions,we will always 
obtain an equation of' the form 
.,.tA) ~ _t~-1) 
y + 6P,_ y .:. 0, 
where k stands for the order of the derivative. 
Therefore •. i! all tbe :lamgenta of e apace cyrve 
beJ.ong t2 A linear COJ11lJlt7X, the r:HHl!HUmry and sufficient 
ODDditions ~~=o, P~~o, which m~ke tba. second derivative 
GQJ'Ve a straight line,will make all the h~gher derivative 
curves be straight lines. The first derivative curve 
cannot be a straight line. 
D. It we ha.ve P'f::: O, under the conditions that e3 ::.l> 1 B't:/0, 
equation (4) becomes 
( 34) Y~ 6Pi Y" t 4tr3 y•-= o, 
Therefore P'f"= O is sutf ioient to make the C ~· curve a 
plane curve; If we differentiate ( 34) onoe, we obtain 
the new e qua.t ion 
( 35) y.;_ sl?,__ f'+ ( sP;-r-41\ )y" -t 4PJ ~' == o. 
If in addition to Pf~ o, we have P3 = const., we shall 
P; = 0:-, and P; = O, and the curve C ·f will be a plane curve. 
If with P~= o. P~= const., we differentiate (34) twice, 
we obtain the equation 
(36) 
which shows that the C ~, .. curve is a plane curve. If we 
O'ont 1nue the differentiation of equation ( M) under these 
conditions; we will always have an eq.uation of the form 
(-!-3) 
)y = o, 
r-l-3J 
where the coefficient of y is some function of P_i and P3 •• 
Therefore 1 if gll th!2. :tfpngent.§ of a e__p,ege gurve 
pelgng to a lim~ra,r complez._j',he QQndi:tigns P+::: o. P,= const, 
which are sufficient but not necessary to nwk~ the f_Lt.~t~ 
derivptive curve a ulane curve. \Vill mt1ke pJl the bighP.r 
derivative curves be plene cµ.rvea. 'llle oond it ions P..,_-= O, 
~.:::. oonst., are necessary and, sufficient conditions that 
the C ~··1 curve be a plane curve. · 
Summary of Interpretation of the Vanishing of 
Some of the Relative Invariants. 
l-




PJ--:: 0, :P.l o,. Line y 1 lies in plane x3 ;::. o. 
:t; = o , ~t·. P,_t c ) , plf f 0. 
, •• ef 
Line y y lies in plane x ,.= o. 
p::: o, P} o, P/=O. 
11 I ,;: 
Line y y lies in plane x,= o. 
'+ 
c~ 
I is plane cu-rve. a 
P,_.= o, (:.P3 -=- ct o), 
,,, '(§" 
thru y'. Line YY goes 
p -"'Q ..•. 'I ' .• C==' '(\ is a plane curve. 
P .3 = 0 , (.: P,_ f c ) , ii,= o. _, .. _ef == n Line y·y goes thru y • 
c::: ,, is straight. line. 
~ 
a 
Condit fons ·.! :· , . Interpreta tiori 
p,..:: .0 t (.·. p3 ::' 0) ., P\'/ o. . -•'' - jJf thru J. Line y y goes 
P.: ~· 0 ' V-P,_ = 0 ) , P.1} o. Line 
_,,,_IT! 
y y lies in plane :x,.-· 0. 
P'f= 0. (.~P;i.:/: 0),. 
,,, 'JP"" 
Line y y lies in plane X/·O. - ~to. I p;z. -:f 0, c ~ is a plane curve. 1 
Pi= 0, - -··· ::;."(J! =• p .::- c p :: 0 Line y y goes -thru y • ;z. ' .3 • 
c:::.·· 
~ 
is a straight line. 
%.-
Table III. G1:: 2~ - ~t :f- 0, ii::: BlE -15P" .f-40P t - 25P :: 0 ;a. ,.. 3 'f • 
I 
I 









plf =- 0 - , P~= o. p = c ' P::-c,x+c. Jf l a - ,_ ¥ 
-
Per= c, , ~~ -.Q_, x f 04. Cc( p Lf = CI X i C ;i_t 
'f- -:l- l.. :i.. P:: 0, X - - C.;i....X -t C ..3 • P3 ;- .Q.• x -t c3 x f o~ J- I~ .3 'f-
P=- c,~-(8c~+c,_)£°+ c x + c~ ;J.. - .s 
Id- Jd-
Table IV /).J: 2:P - ~P .. ' == o, Q'f -= P. _ ;z P" 'I' :P2;J o . . • (.7, ., u - If 5 ;l. - ~~- ~1 • 





P3:::.- Ci X t CJ..' 
Q,:; p'-1: o, P3 =- 0, . P~= o1 d • 'f 
( ,·.p;t. =- 0 I ) • ~=- -...Q._, x'-+ ~x t- c _,. 
/;}- 3 
c~ •" p't:: 0, P3 =- 0,. P'-O P'f~ o, f>3 ~ 0 1 d ~ , , 
. ( .. •, p ,_ = C I ) • P~:: ~c,x-ro.1.. 
~ 
·Ruled Surfaces Connected with the 
Tetrahedron of Reference. 
Each of the six edges of the ~etrahedron of 
reference· will define a ruled surface, which may or may 
not be a-developable surface. However, before we oan 
39'!" 
discuss these, it will be necessary to give briefly some 
of ·the facts concerning such surfaces. 
A ruled surface is formed by the lines Joining 
the corresponding points of two curves, whioh do not lie 
in the same plane. It is assumed that the curves are 
defined parametrically and the corresponding points are 
· the·points given by the same value of the parameter. 
A.line joining two corresponding points ie called a gen-
.era.tor. A developable surface ia a ruled surface formed 
by all the lines tangent to a given space curve, which 
curve is called the edge of regression. The curve 
completely determines the developable surface and accord-
ingly , all the properties of the surface may be obtained 
from the equation of the curve. 
~ Wilczynski has shown that, if we consider two 
curves C~ and Cc generated by two points y and z, the 
differential equation for the non-developable ruled 
surface determined by the line joining y and z is of 
--------··--~Wilczynski, "Projective Differential Geomet.ry of Curves 
and Ruled Surfaces", chap. v. VI. 
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the :form· 
Y"t2p1, y ~ 2p1~Z '+ q 11 Y-tq,rz =- 0, 
( 37) z "72p y ._,_ 2p z t t q y ~ q z .: 0' 
;ll ,?.3-- ~I I :1+ 
where the p's and q•s are functions of x. Ir the tangents 
to the C\j curve intersect the tangent a to the Cc curve, the 
ruled surf"'ace degenerates into a developable surface. 
At every point of the surface there is one curve 
auoh that a tangent to the curve at the point intersects 
three oonaeoutive generators. The tangent is called e.n 
asymptotic tangent. If all the tangents along n curve 
are a.aymptot ic, the curve is called an nsymptot io curve. 
It in the equation ( 3?) . we have P,~ O , the C ~ cu:rve i a 
asymptotic. If P;J/ 0 the C 2: curve is asymptotic. 
In general there are two points, called flecnode 
points. on each generator at which an asyrnptotic tangent 
intersects four conaecut ive genera.to~s of the surface. 
There are four expre se ions in the p's and q •a, given by 
ui.t = P.·l- qt"J,,+ 2. ~l ~l (k·lf• 1~1f, j =lf), 
which we shall u~e. lf u ,.,._;. 0, the C ~ curve ie a flecnode 
curve, that is, it passes thru a. flecnode point on each 
generator. If u,.,: O. the C:. curve is a flecnode curve. 
If u,,- u~ "'-... 0, the two fle onode po int a on a genera tor 
are harmonic conjugates with respect to y and z. 
In our study o~ the developable and ruled surfaces 
generated by the edges of the tetrahedron of reference 
·obtained under the conditions e3 =ro, ii:;. O, we shall for 
convenience let 
=-ft _, •• ·y. ~ y, y '-=- r • y .; z, y = a. 
The line yr is tangent to the curve C~ and 
genera.tea a·developable with C~ as the edge of regression. 
Similarly the rz line generates a developnble with Cit. as 
the edgGt: of regression, and the ZS line gene~ates a 
~evelopable with c~ as the edge of regression. 
If, in our stu4y of the yz .line, we make use of 
equation (4). we obt~in by differentiation and the proper 
substitutions, the equations 
y"- z =0, 
( 38) 
z" -t- 4~ y' -t- ~ y t-6P~ z -= O, 
which are of the form (3?) and are the equations of n 
ruled.surface. which we shall oall s,. Since p 1 ~= o, the 
curve C~ is an asymptotic curve.on s,. Since p~,= 2P3 , we 
shall have Cz. as an a.symptotio curve on. S when P"_g=o. 
From eqµations (38) we find that 
u,.= o, u,.~-=-6Pa..~ ,ut~=-1, u3-1= 2Pj-P't. 
Therefore if' P;). =- o, we have y as the harmonic conjugate of 
z with respect to the flecnode points on yz. We see 
also that, sinoe u 1 ~ cannot be zero·, the C 'a curve cannot 
be a flecnode curve on s,. The C~ curve will be a 
fleonode curve - ' - -if 2P3 - P't - 0 • It should be remembered that 
PJl ,P1 ,Plf are :re. lei. t;ve i nv" ri4' n ts. 
' " 
By the use of equation (4), we find that if PJ.f O, 
the line on y and a genera.tee a ruled surface SJ.• given 
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by the equations 
:.,P." -
·y"~--=.! y' + .1::: s' ~ y-== o, .. 
, aP. 'P,i + '~ • ,.. ~ 
(39) 
The coeff ioients and the u expressions for this surface are 
too involved to yield any simple geometrical interpretation. 
l'! P ~ =- 0 we ha.ve the Laguerre-Forsyth equation 
_3 - -
{40) y + 4P3 Y'+ P'f y.: o. 
Since s::y" this equation may be written in the form 
(41) s • -r 4~ y' -t P,.Y-: o, 
which shows that s' lies on the YY' line, that is, that 
the tangent a to C 1\ intersect the tangents to Cs. There-
fore the ys line genera.tea a developable surface. l'here 
is some point ,T on the ya line at which the ys line touches 
the edge of regression of the developable. 
the, point T by the expression 
T~- ay-r ba. 
We may represent 
The point T' must be on the ya line, and therefore must be 
a linear combination of y and s. 
1'-:::. ay + bs, we find that 
T t .:::- a t y -1- ay '-r b s ' + b ' s , 
If we differentiate 
which after a substitution for a' of the value obtained 
from equation (41) becomes 
( 4 2 ) " T '..:: , a • y + ay ,, -t b ' s -4 ~ by ' !..- P 'I by. 
This equa.tion (42) shows that we must have a= 41~ b, if 'l" 
ia to be on the ys line. Therefore 
Therefore. if P~= o, the ys line generates a. developable 
surface having Orr as. the edge o-.f regression·, where · 
When we study the rs line, we obtain the 
equations 
(43) 
r"- s -=O, __ , ._, 
( _, - ,P,,_P., ) ff' _, - 'fR f''I ) -s"+ 'E;.-t-~·11;- -==- r '- J. a '-t (4~ .,.,.,¥_ ~ r -t 6P s = o, . ·. ~ ~ ~ ~ 
which shows that the rs line generates a ruled surface 83 
when PJt.:f 0 1 and that the CJL. curve is an asymptotic curve 
on the surface 63 • 
It ifv~o, we have the equation (4) in the form 
(44) Yf sii.,_~rc· -r 4~ =y':: o. 
If~: we differentiate equation (44 ).once an<l malce use of the 
rela:tions :r=y•, s;;.y••., we obta.in.the equations 
r"- s=O, 
(45) 
s" -f 6P s -t ( ~ P' ~ 4 P. ) r ._,_ 4P' r =- o "}.. -;I.. I J. ·.I . .l t 
which show that the rs line generat:es n ru.led surface 
when %== o. In equation (4 5) P,,_=- 0, a.nd p~ 1 :: 31?..i.' t 2P..J. 
Therefore On. is an asymptotic curve, on the ruled surface. 
·We shall have C 5 ae an asymptotic curve if 2P3 f :3Pi =- o. 
\Ve find from equation (45) that u,~=-'1, and u.a,-= GJ'. 
Therefore Cf\... cannot be a flecnodeourve, but C5 will be 
a. "fleonode curve if ~-=- conet,. 
For the tetrahedron of reference determined 





vi _ ip ys + ~rft 
..,3 - ""5 ~ ~ ' ,,, 
y.,_ .... (e:P3 - 315~ )y+ ~ P., Y.'+ y • 
s 
these relations (46) we see that the y1 y~ line 
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generates a developable surface having C~, ae the edge of 
regression. We also see that yJ is on the }y" line of 
the tetrahedron, so that the Y, y3 line generates the same 
ruled surface a.a the yy" line. The equation of this 
ruled surface is 
Y,"+ 1- ~ y, ...:. y:J :: 0' 
(
4
?) -- !J:- -·-· ('°-i p-.. _11'i p_'Z..)- ;!..! p- - - 0 Y3 + !J- P~ Y, + .,,.. .s- .i as- ~ Y, + .s- .,1. Yi - • 
. ( ) /, - ,,_ -11,rom equation 4ll: we see that p1~.: O, pi>-1 = 5 P,,_' • u ,,- u~ 7Pil-. 
Therefore C~, is an a.aymptotio curve on the surface. 
If P~= o, Y, will be the harmonic conjugate of y3 with 
respect to the fleonode ~oints on the~~· linet and C53 
will be s.n a.symptotic curve on the· surface. llhe C :f 1 
curve will be asymptotic if P-:i.. equals a constant d ifterent 
from zero. 
When we cons id'er the Y,_ y
3 
line, we obtain the 
equations 
-1 "'' 
- fl r. - ' - ' 't p - ·-~ - 0 
( 48 ) 
Y~ - f Y,_ - Y3 + -:S ~ Y~ +P. Y '!J == • 
J.. - .. - ~ -
Y-n+ (~E -t r> _ sP., )y- '-t ~p •-tr t ( 5p" - ffa;.' )y- :: 0 . 3 5 ~ P,_ 'lP,._ ~ S :i .,~ 9 ~ .3 • 
Therefore if P;a. ~ O, the y"~ line generates a ruled surface. 
If P..t. = 0, we see from re lat ions ( 46) that y3 oo ino ides 
with .Y• a.nd the y~y.J line ,is the. y'y" line and generates 
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a ~evelopable ,surface which has C~,,_aa the edge of regression. 
The Y' Yi line generates a ruled surface if P1± o. I . 'f -T 
The equatfons t'or this surface do not yield any simple 
geometrical facts depending on ·the vanishing or the 
invariants. lf FJ.= 0, we must have P:{ O, and equation 
(4) becomes (+P1y-= o. From rela.tiona (46) we see that 
. _ ,,, 
y't oo ino ide.e with the de.rivat ive point y and therefore 
the tangent to Of'f goe e . thru y,... Therefore if. P ;i~ o, 
the Yi~ line generates a deve,lopable surface ·or which 
Cj'f·· is th,e edge.of regression. 
The y3 iy line wil,l in general generate a ruled 
surface Ii bu.t if' p~:: 0 f vie have y 3 and y'f co inc id i,ng w 1th 
the derivative po in ta· y*' and y/.11, so tpat we then have a 
deve~opa.ble surface of which C ~3 is the edge or regression. 
,The ~ yf line will genera.te a ruled surface ·if 
We find also that 
y ~ = ( 9P1.1 ~ s:P't ) y- _;!- :P ~ y ' • 
I S .:Z. 
Therefore· if 9P; - 5~ == 0, we see that the y*" ~ line 
generate a "a developable surface,•\: 
.. 
From relations (46), we see that P,_ =- O will 
make the vertices of this tetrahedron of reference coin--
oide' with the derivative po·int s, · that is Y, , y.,,_ • y3 , y'f ,,, 
coincide with y. y'• y". and y , res~eotively. 
' Ii f" 
